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Abstract 
New convergence estimates are established for some multilevel algorithms for finite-element methods applied to 
elliptic problems with jump coefficients. A uniform rate of convergence is derived if the coefficient has only one 
jump interface. If the coefficient has multi-jump interfaces which meet at only one interior point in the domain, the 
convergence rate is bounded by 1 -(CT-‘, where J is the number of levels and C is a constant independent of the 
jump. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we are concerned with the convergence of some multilevel techniques applied 
to finite-element methods for second-order elliptic equations for which the coefficients may 
have large jumps in the domain. Our objective is to establish a theory for the multilevel method 
that guarantees a convergence with rate independent of the jump of the coefficient. 
For simplicity, we consider the following homogeneous Dirichlet problem: 
-V*(a Vu)=f, in 0, 
u = 0, on an, (1.1) 
where 0 is an open bounded domain in lRd, d = 2, 3, and a = a(x) is the coefficient of the 
equation. Assume that a = a(x) is a measurable function and there exists a constant (Y,, > 0 
such that u(x) > cy,, for x E 0. 
The theory of convergence for multilevel techniques for the finite-element or finite-dif- 
ference discretizations for (1.1) has been studied extensively by many researchers; see [l- 
4,6,7,9,10,12,13,15,17,20] and the references cited therein. However, most of the theory in the 
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multilevel method fails to provide any convergence result independent of the jump. A few 
exceptions include a convergence estimate of rate 1 - (CJ)-* for the hierarchical basis 
multilevel method for elliptic problems in R* (cf. [4,20]), and a convergence of rate 1 - (U-r 
for the standard multigrid method for elliptic problems in Rd, d = 2, 3, (cf. [6,9,17,19]), where J 
denotes the number of levels and C is a generic constant independent of the jump, as in the 
rest of this paper. The latter result was established under the assumption that the jump 
interfaces do not meet in the interior of a. 
Our new theory of convergence presented in this paper deals with two cases of the 
coefficient a(x). In the first case, the coefficient has only one jump interface and a uniform 
convergence rate will be derived for the multilevel algorithms. In the second case, the 
coefficient has multi-jump interfaces that meet at only one interior point of J2. The multilevel 
method will be proved to be convergent with rate bounded by 1 - (U-l. Our result on the 
uniform estimate extends the one given in [15], where a uniform convergence is established if 
a(x) is bounded from below and above. 
An outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we recall the product (or the multigrid) 
and the additive multilevel algorithms for solving the finite-element discretization of (1.1). In 
Section 3, we present a convergence analysis under some general assumptions. Finally, we 
apply the abstract heory developed in Section 3 to problems with jump coefficients in Section 
4. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let 0 be a polygonal domain. Starting from an intentional coarse grid S,, the triangulation 
5$ of level i is obtained by refinement of elements in q_r of level i - 1 for i = 2,. . . , J. Let hi 
be the maximum of diameters of elements in q and 3 be the continuous piecewise linear 
finite-element space associated with q. 
Assume h, =8(l) and a(x) is constant on each element of the coarsest level Yr. Let 
Jy; = {xii} be the collection of all interior nodal points of level i. Denote by aij the average of 
a(x) over the subdomain (macro-element) consisting of elements that share xii as a vertex. Let 
(u, U)o,i=h~ C ‘~iju(~ij)~(~ij), VU, u Ed, (2.1) 
xiiGv, 
be a bilinear form defined on .J. 
Lemma 2.1. There exist constants PO and PI, independent of the coefficient a(x) and the meshsize 
hi, such that 
PoIIull&~ llull~i,<P1llull~o, v’uq, (2.2) 
where II u 11 O,i = (u, u>$’ is the norm induced by the bilinear form (2.1) and II u II O,a denotes the 
standard a(x)-weighted L* norm on 0. 
Proof. The left inequality can be verified as follows. By definition, 
II u II& = j-j(+* dx. 
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Since u is a continuous piecewise linear function on q, then there exists a constant C 
independent of a(x) and h, such that 
/ ( ) 
a x u* dx< C c ~$x~~u*(x~~), 
R Xi, EMi 
which leads to the left inequality for PO = C-i. To prove the right inequality, we recall that cyij 
is the average of a over the macro-element associated with xii EJV~. It follows that there exists 
eij E z such that xii E eij and 
Using the inverse inequality on eij, we obtain 
h~~iju*(Xij) ~ h~U I e,j II u ll-62,,,, ~ CI U(X)U”(X) dX. 
eij 
Summing the above over all of the vertices yields the right inequality in (2.2). 0 
The finite-element method for (1.1) seeks u,, EM=A~ satisfying 
a@,, u) = (f, u>, v’v Ed, (2.3) 
where a(u, u) = (aVu, Vu) and (e, * > denotes the standard L* inner product in L*(O). Let Ai 
be the discretization operator of (1.1) on level i defined by 
(A$, u)O,i = a(u, u), vu E‘J. 
By the inverse inequality and (2.21, there exists a constant p2 such that 
(Aiu, ~)o,i G P*ht’2(U, u)o,i, vu EJ* (2.4) 
If Ai is the largest eigenvalue of Ai, then by (2.41, 
Ai < p2hi2. (2.5) 
Now, let Pi be the projection operator onto the subspace 4 with respect to the a( *, * ) 
inner product. Let 7;: = At:‘AiPi, i = 1,. . . , J, be self-adjoint operators on A with respect to the 
a(*, . > inner product. The standard multigrid algorithm for solving (2.3) can be interpreted in a 
product form as follows (cf. [6,17]). 
Product Algorithm. Let u,, (‘) EA&’ be any initial guess. We solve for u(hf) E.&Y recursively as 
follows. 
(1) Let w. = z&l) and solve 
wi = WiPl +5&J4$_J, i=l,..., J. 
(2) Set 2.Q = w,. 
Next, by letting 
T=T,+T,+ ‘.. +T,, g,= &, 
i=l 
we end up with the additive multilevel method (cf. [7]). 
P-6) 
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Additive Algorithm. Find uh EL such that 
TU, =g,. (2.7) 
Remark 2.2. The right-hand side vector g, can be computed without any knowledge of the 
finite-element solution uh. In fact, if we define operators Pi0 : A+& by 
(Pior W)O,i = (u, W)cl,J, VW EJ, 
then 
A,P, = P;A,. 
It follows that 
quh = A,:‘AiPiuh =h,:‘P,OA,u, = ,i,+P;fh, 
for some approximation fh of f in the finite-element space. Also, one should replace hi by any 
of its upper bounds in the real computation. The inequality (2.5) provides a way to select a 
feasible upper bound. 
3. Convergence analysis 
Following the general framework established in [5,6], we present some estimates for the 
additive and the product algorithms under three general assumptions. 
(Al) Each operator q is symmetric and nonnegative with respect to the a(. , * ) inner 
product. Also, there exists a positive o < 2 such that the spectrum of T is contained in [0, 01. 
(A2) There exists a constant iV such that 
a(~, U) <N-‘a(Tu, u), Vu E/&F. 
(A3) There exist constants cl and S E (0, 1) such that for all U, w ~4, 
a( 7& qw)2 < +Y-j u(7$, U)U( qw, w). (3.1) 
The next section is devoted to verifying the above assumptions for the algorithms proposed 
in Section 2. 
Theorem 3.1. In addition to the assumptions (A2)-(A3), assume that q is symmetric and 
nonnegative with respect to the a( *, - > inner product. Then, we have 
Nu(v, U) <u(Tu, U) < 
2c1 
l-Su(u, U), vu E&Y. (34 
Proof. The left inequality in (3.2) is trivial from (A2). To prove the right inequality, by the 
Schwarz inequality we have 
u(Tu, u)” az(Tu, Tv)u(u, u). (3.3) 
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Since T = Cf=‘=,T., then by (A3), 
+I, TV) = i a&, qu) <cl 6 6’“~“u(T,u, LJ)~‘~+$, +2 
i,j=l i,j=l 
~~1 
Substituting the above estimate into (3.3) yields 
u(Tu, u)~ < &u(Tu, ++, u), 
which leads to the right inequality of (3.2) by eliminating u(Tu, v). 0 
The next theorem provides a convergent estimate for the product algorithm. 
Theorem 3.2. If the assumptions (Al)-(A3) are satisfied, then the product algorithm is convergent 
with rate bounded by 
y = 1 _ (2 - +V - 6)2 
(1 -8+c16)2 * 
(3.4) 
Proof. It is not hard to see that if l (1) = uh - u(hf) represents the error at step t, then 
&) = (I- 7”) . . . (I- Tl)E(f-l)e 
Thus, it suffices to estimate the spectral radius of the product operator 
E=fG(I-T’)=(I-TJ)...(I-Tl). 
To this end, let Ei = l7j,,(1- Tj) and assume that there exists a constant Q such that 
(2 - 4 i U(T.E,_rU, E,& i u(u, ZJ) - u(Eu, Eu), 
i=l 
a(~, u) <Q f: u(~&~u, &u), 
i=l 
where w is given in (Al). If so, by substituting (3.5) into (3.61, we would have 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
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The last inequality is equivalent to 
2-w 
a(Ev, Eu)< l-- 
i 1 Q a(4 u), (3.7) 
which provides an estimate for the spectral radius of the product operator E. 
Next, we show that (3.5) and (3.6) are consequences of the assumptions (Al)-(A3). We note 
that (3.5) can be derived from (Al) by a direct computation (see [5] for details). To establish 
(3.6), by the definition of T, 
a(Tu, u) = &(7& u) = &(Tp, E,_lu) + ‘&z(~+~v, T,E,_,u), 
i=l i=l j=l 
where rf;, 1 = Cf=j+lK. Now by the Schwarz inequality, 
u(Tu, ZI) < f: a(qEi-lU, E,_lu) 
i=l 
)‘i2! ~U(T.~~ 4)l” 
i 
J-l l/2 
+ C u(qEj_lu, Ej_l”) ~(~i;+P, t+,u 
j=l 
~“(~Ei-lU~ Ej_l”) 
J-l l/2 
u(Tu, ~)l’~ + c u(qt.+,u, T,+,u 
i=l i j=l )i 
If one can find a constant c such that 
J-l 
(3.8) 
I (3.9) 
(3.10) 
then 
l/2 
u(Tu, v) =G (1 + c) i u(TJ?Z-~U, E,_+J) u(Tu, z$‘~. 
i=l 
It follows that 
u(Tu, u) < (1 + e)2 i u(TiEj_,u, &,u). 
i=l 
This, together with (A2), shows that (3.6) is valid with 
Q = N-‘(1 + 6)“. (3.11) 
It suffices to verify the inequality (3.10) for some e. To this end, by using (A3) we obtain 
U(?T,,,“, T,+,U) = i u(T,C+,u, T”) 
i=j+ I 
<Cl i wu(q~+,v, ~+lu)1’2u(7$, uy2. 
i=j+l 
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Eliminating a(qq+,u, q.+,~)~/* and then squaring both sides yields 
It follows that 
J-l 
c u(7g+p, q.+,u) < 
C2CY2 
l 
j=l (l-4 
Thus, (3.10) is valid with 
c16 &-..- 
l-6’ 
Substituting the above into (3.11) we obtain 
Q=N-l(l+~)2C ‘1;~~~;;~~‘. 
This along with (3.7) proves Theorem 3.2. 0 
4. Applications 
In order to get some convergence for the product and the additive algorithms proposed in 
Section 2, we verify the assumptions (Al)-(A3) in this section. Let us recall that the coefficient 
a(x) in (1.1) is piecewise constant on 0 (the case of piecewise smooth a is similar in the 
analysis). 
Two kinds of jump interfaces illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 will be discussed in this section. The 
first of them has at most one jump interface (Fig. 11, and the second has multi-jump interfaces 
that meet at only one point in &! (Fig. 2). This distinction is caused by some technical 
difficulties in the process of verifying the assumption (A2). 
First of all, the assumption (Al) is clearly satisfied with o = 1 for operators T defined in 
Section 2. Secondly, the assumption (A3) can be easily verified by integration by parts. We refer 
to [16,20,21] for a detailed derivation of this estimate. The most difficult part is the verification 
of the assumption (A2), which is our objective in this section. 
Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
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4.1. Statement of results 
Lemma 4.1. Let h, = 6’(l) and the jump interfaces of a(x) meet at only one point of 0 (see Fig. 
2). Then, there exists a constant c0 independent of a(x) such that 
a(v, v) <c,.Ia(Tv, v), VU EA. (4-l) 
If, instead, the coefficient a(x) has at most one jump interface as illustrated in Fig. 1, then there 
exists a constant c0 independent of a(x) such that 
a(v, v) < c,a(Tv, v), VU EA. (4.2) 
Notice that the assumption 642) is actually verified by the inequalities (4.1) or (4.2) with 
N-’ = c,J or N-r = c,, for operators Ti defined in Section 2. As a result, the following 
convergence is established. 
Theorem 4.2. Let /3 = 0 if the coefficient a(x) has one jump interface (Fig. 11, and p = 1 if the 
coefficient a(x) has multi-jump interfaces that meet at one point of fl (Fig. 2). Then, there exists a 
constant C independent of h and a(x) such that 
(1) the condition number of the additive operator T is bounded by CIP; 
(2) the product algorithm stated in Section 2 is convergent with rate bounded by 
1 
4.2. Proof of Lemma 4.1. 
It is known that if the Hz regularity is valid for the Laplace equation with homogeneous 
Dirichlet boundary condition, then the multigrid has a uniform convergence. Also, this 
regularity result is guaranteed if the domain is convex. The basic idea behind the proof is this: 
we first partition 0 into overlapping convex subdomains, and then carry out the analysis on 
each subdomain where the Hz regularity is available. 
Here and in what follows of this paper, let 0, c Cl be a subdomain of R whose boundary 
aligns with the initial triangulation .Yi. Let J(O,> be the restriction of & on 0, with 
vanishing boundary value (the triangulation of 0, inherited from that of a). Let 
CL = m+>. 
0 
Lemma 4.3. There exists a constant c3 such that for any v EA, 
I a(v, w) I < Ga(Tv, v)“~(VW, VW)“‘, VW EJ(O,). (4.3) 
Proof. First we assume that 0, is convex. Let Qj : A(l&,) +.Mi(~,> be the elliptic projection 
operator defined by 
(VQjv, Vw)o,n, = (Vv, Vw)o,n,, Vw W(.n,,). 
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It is well known that Qi_rQi = Q,_r, and hence 
Qi-,-Qi=(‘-Qi-,)(Qi-,-Qi), 
where Z is the identity operator on &a,). By using the standard L2 error estimate for the 
finite-element method, we obtain 
II Qi_,n - Qiu II,’ G cdhy II V(Qi-,u - Q,u) llO2* (4.4) 
Now for w E&(K&,> let wi = Qiw - Q,_,w with w1 = Q,w such that w = CfCI,wi. Then, 
la(u, w)I =li”(u, wi)~E~$Iu(piu, wi)~c~~(AipiuY wi)Cl,ilc jl llAiPiUl~O,i~~Wi~~O,i’ 
(4.5) 
By (2.2) and (4.4), 
II wi II 0,i G 6 II wi II ~,a 6 1/p1/1 II Wi II o G /Ghi II VW, II 0. 
Substituting (4.6) into (4.5) and then using the estimate (2.5) yields 
lU(Uy W)I G/G t”(qu, u)l’zIIvwiIIO~ 
i=l 
(4.6) 
Note that CiCl \I Vwi \I,’ = II VW II,“. It follows from the Schwarz inequality that 
I a(u, w) I < I/Dg&z&Tu, L,y2 II VW II 0, 
which leads to the conclusion of the lemma with c3 = &p2c4. 
If 0, is not convex, then we can partition it into overlapping convex subdomains that provide 
a decomposition of w: 
w=w,+w,+ *** +w,, 
such that the support of each wi is convex and 
i II vwi 1102 G ‘5 II vw II029 
i=l 
for some constant cg (cf. [5,11]). Thus, 
P-7) 
u(u, w) = u(u, WJ + u(u, w2) + * * * +u(u, WJ. 
Since the support of each wi is convex, the estimate (4.3) is then applicable to a(~, Wi), yielding 
I U(U, Wi) I ~ ~a(~~, u)1’2(vwi, VWi)1’2* 
It follows that 
I U(U, W) I ~ ~a(~~, L1)1’2 ~ (VWi, vwi)1'2 
i=l 
< /~a(% u) 1~2(~llVWillH)1’2<~~u(TU,u)1~211vWl10~ 
which verifies (4.3) with possibly a different constant c3. 0 
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Since a(x) is piecewise constant, let 
so that a(x) is constant on each nj. Let pi = a I oj and assume that 
p1>p*>pp3> ***a 
Let 0: = fi\fii and r be the common face of 0, and a:. For any u EL, let yu = u I I- E 
Hx2(r) be the trace of u on r. Denote by R&Yu) the discrete harmonic extension to 0, and 
a;, respectively. It is well known (cf. [14]) that there exists a constant T > 0 independent of h 
such that for any v E 
7-l II V&(YU) Ill&I, < II V&(w) llo2,n; < ,I- II V&@) II&&. 
For v EM, we define v1 by 
(4.8) 
i 
V, in a,, 
” = Rh(yv), in fly. 
Accordingly, the function v has the following decomposition: 
v=v,+v,, 
where v2 = v - vi is a function vanishing in the subdomain 0,. 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
Lemma 4.4. Let v1 and v2 be as above. Then, we have 
II vu, II02 G (1 + T) II vu II&?,. 
Moreover, 
a(v2, 4 < (4 + 27)u(u, u). 
Proof. By the definition of vl, 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
II vu, 11; = II vu II&, + II V&(yv) llo2,q G II vu I&2, + 5- II V&(w) ll;R1, (4.13) 
where we have used (4.8). Note that Rh(yv) is discrete harmonic on 0, and coincides with u 
on the boundary of a,. Thus, 
II VRh(YU) llcfn, < II vu lli,n,. 
Substituting the above inequality into (4.13) yields 
II vu, II02 < (1 + T) II vu II&,. 
To prove (4.121, observe that v2 = v - vl. Hence, 
a(v,, v2) < 2a(v, v) + 2a(v,, VI) < 2a(u, u) + 2p, II vu, II02 
< 2a(u, v) + (2 + 2T)P, II vu II&I, 
< 2a(v, v) + (2 + 2T)U(V, v) = (4 + 27)a(u, u), 
where we have used (4.11) in the second line. 0 
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Now we are in a position to prove Lemma 4.1. For u EM, by (4.10), 
a(u, U) =a@, UJ +a@, Uz). 
By using Lemma 4.3 and the fact that u2 EA(KJ~), we obtain 
I a(u, q) I < IIc3pia(Tu, “y2(vq, vuiy2, i = 1, 2. 
It follows that 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
a(u, Li)<&a(TL’, ~)1’2(~IIvu*IIo+~IIv~~llo). (4.16) 
If the coefficient a(x) has only one jump interface (Fig. l>, then p2 II VU, 11: = u(u2, u2). It 
follows from (4.11) and (4.12) that 
6 II vu, II 0 + & II vu, II 0 G Ca( u, L,y2, 
for some constant C = dx + dm. Substitute the above estimate into (4.16), then 
u(u, u) < &Cu(TL,, z$‘2u(v, U)1’2. 
Hence, 
u(u, U) < c,C2u(Tu, U). 
This concludes the estimate (4.2). 
To prove (4.1), we consider a(~, u2). Since the function u2 vanishes outside 0; where the 
jump interfaces of the coefficient u(x) do not meet in the interior, by using the result 
developed in [6] we obtain 
I u(u, u2) I < CP2u(Tu, “y2u(LJ2, u2y2, 
for some constant C independent of u(x). It follows from (4.141, (4.15) and the above estimate 
that 
u(u, u)<u(Tu, U)“2(&jJlVUIl10+CJ1’2u(L’2r L’*y2). 
Finally, by (4.11) and (4.12) we get 
a@, U) < CP’%(Tu, U)1’2u(U, U)1’2, 
for some constant C. This can be written as 
u(u, U) < C2Ju(Tu, U). 
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